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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Henry Medina Valderrama has contributed to the dictionary with 78 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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algarete
Such a typical Caribbean, which results in uncontrolled, unbridled or unbridled actions

amigos del alma
How to identify endearing friends, who have so much affinity that they reflect their feelings with the value of the soul. 

anti-infecciones
Chemical component to eradicate infectious agents. 

archisabio
Form as hyperbole to designate the wisdom of a person, or a work written in certain fields of human knowledge

atrapante
It catches, convinces or captivates. 

autoconsciente
It is to be conscious for oneself, and not because another tells you so.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be I am aware, I recognize , 

autopreservación
It is the protection that one gives oneself. 

bajo el paraguas
That said it means protection, or under the same protection or roof. 

camaradas
Said typical of the Soviet people to identify the co-users and sympathizers of the revolutionary thought of the time. 

citico
It's a synonym for poor thing, a way to consider the difficult situation a person is going through. 

colesterolfóbico
Aversion to fatty foods, in order to avoid cholesterol pathologies

comer en paila
It refers to simple, noble and un prejudiced people. 

contendores
It relates to opponents in a contest, or members of the other side or team, whether sportingly, politically or militarily. 



coptado
Action and effect of Coptar, vote or choose The positions of an assembly.

criaturas
Product of a creation with life. 

cristalidad
It is a way of signifying the transparency of an object, of an action, of a word. 

cropófago
Error in the spelling and pronunciation of the word coprophagus, related to animals that eat fecal matter. 

cuyayo
Said with Quechua roots to identify a leader who stands out without being the chief.

desgañotarse
Typical saying in the agricultural world, to refer when a fruit falls, or a branch is pronounced vertiginously from a
considerable height. 

deterioridad
State of reduction or deterioration of quality, in which things are

doble nacionalidad
To have recognition as a citizen of two countries, the native and a second State, either for reasons of family kinship or at
the request of the interested party, subject to regulatory compliance of the second Country. 

entrar para afuera
It is a way of mockingly and critically requiring those who mistakenly claim to enter inside, given the redundancy that this
entails. 

es el punto fuerte del equipo
It is generally said of the star athlete who has the best response for the final results of a sports team in any discipline

exsecretaria
A woman who served as a secretary and is no longer a secretary.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be ex-official, ex-helper, former collaborator 

éxtasis místico
State full of relaxation and sublime concentration that a spiritual being lives. 

fanaticada
How to describe or identify a group of followers of a character, color, shield, or flag.  Used a lot in the sporting world to
describe a team's fans



fanatismo religioso
Delicate situation of extreme and blind belief in certain theological or religious knowledge, they believe they are the sole
owners of the truth. 

fb
It is usually used to abbreviate the word fable. 

fiate de jehova detodo corazon y no te apoyes en tu propia prudensia
It means that you trust the Lord fully, with a great faith from your heart, and do not lean on what you know and have
heard, because the human mind in the spiritual is wrong. 

glugluteante
It identifies or has the shape of the sound emitted by a turkey.  or pisco as it is called in some South American countries.

goterones
It refers to large perforations in a roof, which allows the passage of water or snow, depending on the state of time.  Drip
the water into a covered area. 

inconsolante
When someone by his state, temperament or character, does not allow to be comforted. 

inseminaora
Action and effect of inseminating in vitrio

insulsas
In Colombian gastronomy there is in the Tolima Grande a wrapped called bland, which is slightly gelatinous and easy to
break.  Insulso ( a ) is a way to identify a person without encouragement or lack of spirit to do things, person a little
clumsy and bobalicon.  In gastronomy, a dish is also told that it lacks flavor in its quality. 

íntimos
How to identify what only belongs to one belongs and matters. 

juridicidad social
It is a principle of law, to exercise justice with a social sense. 

lenguaje coloquial
Colloquial refers to the popular language, which is expressed in a group of trusted friends, without so much eloquence
and easy to understand.

ley pelé
It is an error of knowledge, since Edson Arantes do Nascimento is known as King Pele and not as Pele law, since he
was not a jurist, legislator or magistrate.  However, there may be in Brazil a law that refers centrally to this football
character, which can be identified as such, but without changing the logical numerical consecutive of the legislation of a
country. 



logomanía
Custom or inclination usually to collect figures representative of a movement, company or commercial product, such as
your corporate image through logos or logosimbolos of a brand. 

machetico
Affectionate ways to identify the big knife or machete, which is used at home.  In the street language of commerce, it is
said to identify a cheap product and that leaves great sales and distribution results.  Commercial product of high
demand. 

magnetoesfera
In the branch of physics, it refers to the set of physical phenomena mediated by magnetic fields of a sphere.  These can
be generated by electrical currents or by the magnetic moments of the constituent particles of the materials that make
up it. 

mentirafresca
It's the way to identify a person who likes gossip, and who is known as carrying and bringing cheap, lying information

messidependencia
In the world of football this word is used to signify Barcelona's dependence on Spain, in relation to player Lionel Messi,
for his effectiveness as a striker and the number of goals he makes, which guarantees a favorable result for the sports
squad.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be effectiveness, messi is messi and dot, goal scorer, goal
man, unique, star

modernolatria
it's a way of worshipping the modern, the contemporary, it's synonymous with snobism. 

mondadiente
On colombia's north coast the penis is colloquially called mondá.  When a man enjoys good attributes in this sense
because of his size, he is told to be mondent or mongoose. 

mono exportado
How to identify the export of a single product, verbigracia the industry and the marketing of coffee. 

morenidad
Way of referring to brown skin in its entire extent. 

multimarca
Compendium or collection of various marks, in marketing may be trademarks, or in a body traces or records recorded by
fricks or blows denoting accident or violence

no perdonar ni una más
It's getting to the limit of forgiveness.

oseointegración



Refers to the complete bone system of a body. 

partitocrática
Government conduct, whose decisions are made based on what political parties think. 

plaza pública
Open stage to which many people access, usually a park, a central square of the city, or gallery in which food and other
products are distributed. 

por el morro
Act on or on the sides of a lump that is on the ground, in an animal or in a person.

pre-virtual
Before developing or manifesting a virtue or possibility.  In time issues, before a result occurs, in systems or technology,
before the expected service occurs. 

principio único
How to determine a law, or an axiom in relation to a particular and accurate behavior that is required to obtain a single
result. 

privado-concertado
How to identify a privacy and confidentiality situation, previously agreed by the parties. 

públicos
It generally refers to elements of the State arranged for the use and service of citizenship without exception.  It also
relates to different kinds of people from different regions or states. 

que es un proceso
A process is a series of steps that must be precisely accomplished to achieve a final result of something.  Each internal
step that is given consistently and logically is called a procedure.  In other words, the Process is the general one and the
procedure is the accessory.

quien lo vive es quien lo goza
It is a slogan that is used in the field of advertising to promote certain events or festivities.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be enjoy, enjoy, participate happily etc. 

refundir
Refund: Mistray

rotomoldeada
way to mold or decorate a figure through a rapid rotation system

salir para adentro



It is a way of mockingly and critically requiring those who mistakenly claim to go outside, given the redundancy that this
entails. 

satelital
It is made or perceived through a satellite, in communications at the spatial level, and in the industrial field, modality of
helpers or maquilas in the production of a product in series. 

scholasticus
Scholasticus, Latin term meaning school, and became a medieval philosophical current that sought to integrate reason
with faith but, always placing faith above reason.

seguro de alambre
Argolla of wire with which the closing of a door is secured, usually on the edge of farms.

semiolímpico
That in essence does not have the category or nature of Olympic . 

ser inocente
It is a way of classifying a person against a particular responsibility, which is usually verified before a judge, or by the
final consequences of the facts over time, that will clarify his non-participation in the matter. 

sin rumbo
This saying is generally used to identify a person or object, when it does not have a pathed, defined, destination when it
is deprogrammed.  It is also said of a jewel, that when applying a cleanser does not loose course or black spots that are
reflected in the bayetilla with which it rubs. 

sobresaliente etc
It stands out and has other connotations that distinguish it

superfácil
It's a light way of saying that an issue is too easy to do or understand.

supraministerial
Who goes or exercises above, or beyond a ministry, position or responsibility. 

termoconformación
It is a process that is given by virtue of a high heat temperature. 

tordo chaqueño
Indigenous musical instrument, typical of the Venezuelan Andes, built by a guadua and inside pepas or chaquiras, which
give it a sound similar to the maracas, or the Colombian mutt of the big Tolima. 

transpolado



Tell yourself about transport, travel, routes or trajectories passing through or near a land pole.

unidisciplinariedad
It is the unit that brings together various disciplines. 

vocabularios
Diversity of lexicon and terminologies, usually there is the original of the language being spoken, and there are others of
regional or colloquial order, created by the popular or street vulgo. 

zanjones
Male gender to identify large, deep ditches or gaps where water runs.

¡la puta!
Typical way to exclaim in some southern South American countries, such as Argentina and Chile.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be sheath! , what a horror! , what a scare!


